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Abstract

only very recent research has been dedicated to access enforcement in distributed systems where nodes can be differently trusted [28, 34]. Paper [28] addresses the specific problem of how to delegate access control to system
nodes while preserving privacy. In a larger context, a recent paper [34] is the first to propose and describe a full
authorization framework for weakly consistent replication
without uniform trust of nodes. It then combines weak
consistency models [27] with distributed access right settings [24]. The goal of this approach is to control the ability of less-trusted nodes to perform certain actions (like
modifying or accessing a particular data), while preserving the eventual consistency of replicas at the network
scale. This appears to be an important contribution, as
in the view of the cloud development, data may be stored
at differently trusted locations, as opposed to fully trusted
environments like home or company networks. We give
few practical applications for this kind of problematic:

The proliferation of connected electronic devices, along
with their possible states, rises new challenges for data
maintenance in terms of efficiency, scalability and security. In the context of data replication at large, weak
consistency has been adopted as a standard in uniformly
trusted systems. Recently, a distributed framework has
been proposed to handle untrusted systems, by adding access control at the file level. Yet, if no particular care is
paid to the effective connectivity of the overlay, with respect to dynamically evolving access rights, updates of
replicas may not propagate correctly anymore.
This paper proposes the design and simulation of a middleware application in charge of maintaining the connectivity of the overlay used for update propagation. We propose two techniques improving the resilience of any overlay that may be disconnected as access right policies are
modified or as critical nodes crash: (i) the first one detects
problems due to a node blocking the propagation of updates, and propagates the alert to the application at each
node; (ii) the second one, allowed to modify the overlay,
reacts to a blocking node by rewiring the overlay in order
to preserve at least one path between any pairs of replicas, while conserving the structural characteristics of the
overlay.
We illustrate the applicability of our middleware
through simulations; they show that at a tunable overhead,
overlay connectivity is maintained, despite local decisions
that would have otherwise disrupted the replication service.

Data replication A basic example of usage of such a
framework is the need to replicate k times a personal data,
in order to insure its persistence in the context of dynamic
and crash-prone systems. The storage application builds
a logical interconnection between nodes hosting the replicas of a given file. This structure, often referred to as an
overlay graph, is used to propagate or not updates when a
replica is modified at one of the nodes. This system could
use the authorization framework presented, in order to implement access policies that have been set by the user or
the application: updates originating from a replica inside
the home environment is replicated, while a replica modified on a non authorized node (e.g. in a storage network
1 Introduction
composed of different legal entities) is discarded. The latUser or application generated data is at the core of the ter is here only used as a depot to reach a given replication
IT revolution. Data replication problems, be they for re- rate k, and this depot is not meant to read or modify this
silience or access on multiple terminals, have generated a particular data (as it could be compromised for example).
tremendous interest, which have become de facto a corollary of the ever increasing number of cooperating elec- Distributed social networks Other applications intronic devices [32]. While the replication of immutable clude data management in online social networks: the
data allows some flexibility in the way it is treated by forthcoming project Diaspora [10], aims to be a massively
maintenance mechanisms [31, 21], the case of mutable distributed architecture, where each user is in charge of its
data maintenance at large has yet to be deepen, in order to resources and contacts. The purpose of such applications
provide efficient and scalable solutions.
is sharing with friends, outside of the control of any cenWhile traditional commercial and well known replica- tralized server, based on local right settings on who should
tion protocols are running in trusted environments [8, 29], be able to access particular data.
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Source code management (SCM) Another example is
the distributed version control system called Mercurial
[23] (used by projects like Mozilla, OpenOffice.org
or Symbian OS for instance). Built totally distributed
to avoid the classic central-server bottleneck, users
are participating in designing a topology to propagate
updates between repositories. Authentication is used in
order for a repository owner to restrict read or pushing of
updates to a limited set of users. As those right settings
are made on a ad-hoc fashion, topology cuts can occur
at the global repository connectivity; some programmers
can then be excluded from code updates, without even
knowing about it due to the fully distributed logic of
the application.
Similar distributed version control
systems include Git [14] (used for the Linux kernel) and
Bazaar [4]. While the authorization framework is directly
applicable to grant access to hosts (nodes) themselves,
SCM protocols grant rights to connections between those
nodes, which can be easily emulated.

the concurrent decisions made on access policies can disrupt the replication service; we propose practical solutions
for the identified problem.
Contributions Paper [34] leaves this issue open, and
thus gives no guarantees nor tries to minimize consistency
problems that could occur due to arbitrary right settings.
We first formulate the problem, and then reduce it to a
graph connectivity issue. By adapting building blocks
from the distributed computing community, we design
practical solutions for this problem. As we do not aim
to constrain the user or application regarding choice on
those access rights, we propose in this paper to provide
two levels of actions:
(i) a proactive mechanism, that distributedly detects
cases of topology cuts when they occur (then may prevent propagation of updates), and that rises a flag that will
alert the user about this problem, and
(ii) a reactive mechanism, where we allow the overlay
to be modified, so we can propose a technique that distributedly maintains at least a correct path between any
two overlay nodes, by adding edges to bypass blocking
nodes.
This is achieved through a middleware, in which nodes
(hosting replicas) self-organize on a distributed fashion,
in order to alert or avoid bad topological configurations at
run time. We thus give a generic mechanism that could be
used on top of any overlay design. This approach could
constitute an alternative to the systematic building of an
overlay from scratch at application launch time (like a
Distributed Hash Table [26] or a random graph [5]), and
instead respects the initial design, making our solution
suitable for a wider range of contexts.
Following the example of consistency protocols that
use well known primitives as building blocks (e.g. distributed hash table, anti-entropy mechanisms, gossipbased membership, sloppy quorums, etc., for Amazon’s
Dynamo [8]), we propose the joint use of distributed techniques and adapt them to design our middleware. In this
light, this proposal is an additional block that could be
used along with the framework proposed in [34], to add
guarantees on the propagation of updates, and also leveraged by protocols that implement distributed update propagation for consistency, as e.g. [2, 25].

Unfortunately, as the framework proposed in [34]
avoids constraints on the overlay topology, it acknowledges that bad access settings can prevent updates from
propagating to all replicas. This may happen as untrusted
nodes on the update path may “block” propagation, because they are not allowed to read (and then to propagate) data content. Consider for example an overlay which
topology is a line; each node of this line hosts a copy of
a replicated file. It is clear that if a user puts a restrictive
access to the replica located at the middle of this line, a
modification on the left side of the line will not be able
to be propagated to the right part of the line. User then
“cuts” the overlay. In other words, the existence of at
least one path between any two nodes hosting the same
mutable data should be maintained in order for data consistency to occur. Recent theoretical approaches [3, 16]
consider the repair of a graph under certain assumptions;
we are interested in providing a distributed solution for
this connectivity problem, while having a small impact on
the base overlay.
In weakly consistent systems, reconciliation mechanisms [27] are used to resolve conflicts at a node, when
concurrent updates have let the replica in an inconsistent
state. Those techniques cannot be applied to solve this
propagation problem, as concurrent updates may never
reach particular replicas due to the partition of the update
overlay. This may be a particular difference with systems
that can tolerate partitions due to temporary unavailabilities of hosts [30]: in our considered scenario, operations
for access right management are clearly long term decisions, that may partition the overlay permanently or at
least until user has detected a serious problem on the replication network.
We actually show in this paper that in addition to churn,

2
2.1

Operational environment
Authorization framework in a nutshell

We briefly introduce in this subsection the authorization
framework for weakly consistent replication presented in
[34], which is an example that motivates our work.
In a system in which all nodes mutually trust each other,
policy can be enforced by any system node; the decision
2

made is then accepted by other nodes as the result of the
policy application. However, in the addressed case of mutually distrustful nodes in a system, security has to be implemented at a finer grain. Each entity has to perform policy checks when receiving updates, as well as policy management. Proposed solution allows data access policy to
be dynamically evolving: rights (“write”, “read”, “sync”)
can be added and revoked, and delegation (“own”, “control”) provides nodes with the right to do both. Framework logic is implemented in a distributed way: nodes
with write access to the data can receive updates and commit them, while nodes with read only right can propagate
that update. When a node is not entitled to read the particular data concerned by the update, this update is locally
discarded and not forwarded. Framework is shown correct
thanks to the Microsoft SecPAL prover.

2.2

Replication system model

In this work, we consider the representation of a set of cooperating devices, that can host replicas and access them,
as an overlay in the traditional model of distributed systems. The overlay G contains N hosts at the time of observation, each one being uniquely identified (IDs with a
total ordering). Each node i ∈ G is logically connected
and communicates directly with some other nodes, called
its neighbors, Vi , for replica synchronization and right
management on data. Communications are bidirectional
so that G is undirected, as the framework for implementing access right management works on undirected graphs
(any node can push and get updates).
Diameter of the graph, that is the longest of the shortest
paths, is noted DG . We assume that communications are
synchronous and reliable, as assured by lower protocol
layers; our protocol tolerates node crashes. Finally, we do
not make assumption on the base overlay network, except
it is initially connected when our middleware is started.
According to our problem, and without loss of generality, we consider two states for a node-file pair: transit
nodes, through which updates of a file can propagate, and
blocking nodes in the reverse case. Applied to the model
proposed in [34], transit nodes are the one that have a R/W
or RO access to that file, while blocking nodes are simply
nodes that cannot modify or read that particular data.

Figure 1: Read access representation of a micro overlay:
the upper part is G, as defined by the user. The lower part
is G¬, for all other resources than contacts (i.e. photos):
as computer at work only has access to contacts, the resulting overlay is partitioned, so updates of files cannot be
propagated at all locations.

ularity of the file1 . In other words, G¬ is a subgraph of
G only constituted of nodes through which updates of a
particular file can propagate (transit nodes); at this level,
there is thus no difference between a node that has left
the overlay and a blocking node. We then have two logical levels of interests. First, the existing applicative level,
that implements the security framework for data replication and consistency (all replicas and all states). The second logical level, where we operate to maintain connectivity, is then constituted only by transit nodes for a given
file or group of files.

In practice, each node can monitor access rights of its
neighbors (as with the access control matrix [34]); there
is then no need for a global knowledge of G¬ at any particular node. This logical view is instead constituted from
the aggregate of the partial knowledge neighborhood of
nodes, which make its maintenance totally distributed. It
Replication sub-network We augment the model of the could be fully retrieved, if needed, using a depth/breadth
already pre-existing overlay G, with another overlay con- first search starting at any node, and simply following itstituted by a subset (possibly empty or identical) of nodes eratively neighbors Vi which are in G¬ of the currently
from G, along with their connections. This second over- inspected node i.
lay is noted G¬. A node is removed from G¬ if it is given
a restrictive access (i.e. no access at all) on a particular
1 at a higher level, if used for collections of files as introduced in [34],
file. For clarity, we consider here an overlay G¬ by single
nodes
maintain one G¬ for each label or group of files instead
replicated object, as we handle access control at the gran3

2.3

Legitimate configuration of replication 3
overlay

Parameters & propagation using gossip

We rely on the gossip paradigm for the implementation
It is necessary to define the state we want the overlay to of three primitives, which are necessary to build up our
stick to. The network is in a legitimate configuration (i.e. solution: they are used as inputs to set our protocol parameters. This makes our solution fully distributed, as it
in a correct and working state) for a particular file, if:
does not rely on parameter assumptions about the overlay
where it is deployed. Gossip-based techniques are used to
• G, the base replication overlay, is connected.
compute the network size and diameter, and to broadcast
messages. Size and diameter are computed on a periodic
• G¬, composed of all transit nodes for that file, is con- basis, so nodes of the system are checking for updates of
those estimations. Broadcast is instead launched at denected.
mand, even if nodes have to continuously listen for incoming events, in order to propagate them. Protocols are
Connectivity is defined by the existence of at least a path simply sketched, but the interested reader can read details
between any two nodes. Note that as G¬ is a subset, if in the cited papers.
G is not connected, then G¬ cannot be itself. We are
dealing in this paper with network partitions due explicSize of the replication overlay In order to provide the
itly to right-management. Temporary unavailabilities of
estimate N̂ at each node, protocol [18] proposes that
devices, that can also partition the network, are naturally
nodes of G¬ set value 1 locally with some fixed probabilhandled by the paradigm of eventual consistency [13].
ity (other nodes start with value 0), and tag each instance
As seen in [34], Figure 1 presents a micro example of a with current node’s ID. Every node then periodically conreplication and multi-terminal access use-case. The upper tacts one of its neighbors at random, to swap values and
part is constituted by several geographical locations, that average them (one average is kept for each instance). At
are given Read-access rights on different groups of files. the beginning and for each instance, there is then one node
According to the authorization framework, transit nodes with value 1 and all the other at 0; after few rounds of this
are all nodes if we consider the group of files named Con- averaging protocol, values on nodes naturally converge totacts (the All group includes Contacts), so eventual con- wards 1/N . The estimate N̂ is then directly deduced at
sistency is possible at all places. Contrariwise, if we con- each node from local value.
sider any other group of files from the All collection, we
can observe in the lower part of the figure that G¬ is partitioned, due to a blocking state of the computer at work Diameter of the replication overlay Paper [6] comlocation. The update flow, that may come from home, is putes the diameter estimate D̂, using propagation of exnot able to reach the cloud backup area, as the user has trema through gossip. A random real number, with a
changed Read-access rights at work from All to Contacts known distribution, is generated at each node for each proonly. While this configuration problem might have been tocol execution. A fixed size table at each node records the
easy to foresee on this small example, we argue that at a minimal values that have been observed so far, as nodes
larger scale, where decision on right management can be periodically gossip their number and table to their neightaken at any network location with no global knowledge, bors. After convergence, those minimal values at each
or with a high number of files or group of files, is trickier node are representative of the size of the network. Along
or infeasible to prevent. In the rest of the paper, we will with each one of those minimal values also are attached
focus on a single instance of G¬, that could be a single integers. They represent the number of hops that the minimals come from; they are updated at each minimal valfile or a label (a group of related files).
ues change (or equality), as hop count are incremented at
Remark here that maintaining a legitimate configuraeach forwarding. Protocol then aggregate values from the
tion in our context is simply targeting a general aim or
whole network (again with gossips) to determine the maxneed for nearly all overlay protocols: keep the overlay
imum eccentricity, i.e. the diameter (D̂ = max(hops)).
connected. This could be done in our context with the
help of the user through alert generation in case of critical settings. It could also be done in a more automatic Message broadcast Reliable broadcast protocols are
way by the middleware itself, that could modify the over- presented in [12], along with their constraint/performance
lay to prevent partitions. The path maintenance protocol trade-offs for scalable dissemination. As the update
we propose is then to be leveraged by a practical update overlay is probably most of the time far from a random
dissemination technique, in order to implement eventual network, and as this assumption is used by most reliable
consistency (see e.g. [2, 25]).
broadcast algorithms, efficient broadcast requires the
4

implementation of a sampling service [20], to provide
random contacts.
A practical middleware framework to implement those
gossip-based protocols can be found in [7]. We are now
ready to present our two protocols.

4

Proactive technique: alert

Figure 2: Example of a false positive for a 3-1connectivity test from the leftmost node i: critical-node
We define the alert of a user by the fact of propagating flag is raised, while it actually exists a cycle of length > k
a simple flag at each node, when the update overlay has that prevents disconnection of G¬ in case of a blocking
been cut by a restrictive access at some node. At the level state on i.
of applications running on nodes, this flag could be periodically checked, so that an alert to the user is raised if it
As we do not want to restrict our approach to small
is set.
scale
distributed systems, we rely on the periodic comThe proactive protocol consists in two steps. First,
putation
of overlay size. Based on a predefined threshcritical-nodes w.r.t. the update overlay G¬ have to be
old,
if
the
estimated size is judged large w.r.t. the appliidentified. Two types of criticality can be considered: 1cation,
this
deterministic assessment of criticality is left
connectivity and a relaxed version, k-1-connectivity (both
out
for
a
relaxed
solution based on a local version of the
defined hereafter). Each node of which state is declared
1-connectivity
algorithm
previously introduced.
as critical, and that is subject to a right access change
from transit to blocking then propagates an alert flag. We
now describe the building blocks of this approach; 1- The relaxed k-1-connectivity In order to avoid the
connectivity is also a component of our second approach. need for a single node to know the full topology, and then
to lower space and time complexity, a basic solution is to
make each node check for connectivity problems it may
cause in a limited area: each node now acts as the leader
on a ball of radius k, centered at itself.

4.1 1-connectivity and a relaxed version

As we do not assume a particular topology for the update overlay (as it is the case in [3] for instance), and because of the complexity of emerging characteristics of real Definition 1. For a given graph G and a base node i,
networks, our protocol periodically “learns” about current ki -1-connectivity states that removal of node i is discontopology.
necting the subgraph of G constituted by nodes reachable
at k-hops away from i.
1-connectivity The assessment of 1-connectivity is the
Such a local version simply consists in building a spanmaximal criticality for a graph: the removal of just one
node can lead the overlay to partition. For example, if ning tree of depth k (instead of spanning the full graph),
connectivity is degrading due to node departures or re- rooted at the current node i, this tree thus contains all
strictive access settings, detection of the 1-connectivity nodes reachable from i at k hops. If the removal of
state of the overlay is the last stage at which proactive i causes the disconnection of some reached node from
actions could be taken before the graph might be discon- the original graph, then the network is ki -1-connected.
nected due to just one node removal. We consider in this A “danger” flag is raised on i, as its simple removal is
paper strict 1-connectivity, as opposed to the general case enough to split the update overlay. A cut-node is then baused in graph theory stating that any connected graph is sically a transit node that blocks the propagation on overlay if set to blocking state.
(at least) 1-connected.
As every node executes the protocol, all cut-nodes
Unfortunately, assessing 1-connectivity in large networks is computationally cumbersome. Hamid et al. [15] are eventually identified. This is thus a direct applipropose a distributed technique to test 2-connectivity (and cation of [15] on small subparts of the update overlay:
then deduce if the graph is only 1-connected), using an global O(∆ × N 2 ) complexity is here transformed as
initial spanning tree from a root node, and subsequent tree N is replaced by the number of nodes reachable from
constructions, excluding sons, to check if more than one i at k-hops and because no leader election is required
path for each root-node pair exists. Technique is executed anymore (each node thus performs actions of O(∆ ×
in O(∆ × N 2 ) steps (with ∆ the maximum degree of the #reached nodes at i hops)). The obvious aim being
graph), plus time initially needed to elect a leader as the that k-1-connectivity, for a reasonable value of k, could
reflect 1-connectivity for most overlays used in practice.
root of the tree (see e.g. [17]).
5

4.2 Monitoring and alert propagation
Be it for 1-connectivity, or for k-1-connectivity, either a
critical-node is in charge of monitoring changes in its own
access policy regarding the concerned data, or this monitoring action is achieved by its neighbors. If such a node
becomes a blocking node, an alert message, tagged with
blocking node’s ID, is broadcasted to all nodes of the overlay.
Standard broadcast should be used here, because of
probably poor connectivity of the overlay. Indeed, even if
probabilistic broadcast schemes exist (see e.g. [11]), they
are likely to fail in providing the alert flag to all other
nodes, as cut nodes act as propagation bottlenecks (lpbcast requires around log N random neighbors per node in
order to achieve dissemination w.h.p.). In other words, reliable dissemination in a poorly connected overlay comes
at the price of higher message redundancy.
At the end of the propagation phase, each node of G as
its alert flag set; applications are thus aware of a cut that
is preventing updates to propagate in the overlay. They
can leverage this information according to their particular behavior. If further blocking nodes are declared in the
network, other nodes record the received alert flags in a
specific structure, thus listing current nodes causing troubles to the system.
Note that as network size and diameter estimates are
made available by the gossip mechanisms in background,
could give
simple checks on the evolution of the value N̂
D̂
hints about connectivity of the overlay. If this ratio tends
to 1, this means that connectivity gets poorer and poorer,
as tending towards the topology of a line (the more fragile
overlay, with D = N − 1).

Figure 3: Example of a cut-node (left) and of a criticalnode (right).

We will see that k is used for the efficiency/overhead
trade-off.
This relaxation however comes at the price of possible
false positives for the identification of k-1-connectivity at
some nodes. Indeed their limited k-hops neighborhood
may miss redundant paths, as there might be longer paths
that are left out by localized analysis. An example of a
false positive is shown on Figure 2. In other words, if the
actual shortest cycle (called girth in literature) from node
i is of length l = 9, then the graph looks like a tree from i
within a distance of l/2 − 1, then here within k = 4.
A noticeable emerging property of this local assessment
is that the joint operations of all network nodes will eventually give a correct answer at the global scale: if no k-1connectivity problem is detected at any node, then the full
graph is at least 2-connected.
In order to set a value for k, we rely on the gossip
estimate of the network diameter, so k is chosen to be
3 ≤ k << D̂G¬ (there are no trivial cycles on length
< 3).
Critical-nodes Cut-nodes are defined in the literature as
nodes strictly disconnecting the graph; this for example
includes nodes at the “edge” that only disconnect nodes
of degree 1 (as left node on Figure 3). As in a practical
setting, nodes that become isolated (they have no more
neighbors in G¬) can easily notice this new state, a trivial
solution is to relaunch the join process to the overlay, in
order to reconnect and keep on receiving updates.
To avoid triggering an alert for such nodes of very limited criticality, we use a slightly more selective definition:

4.3 Reintegration of a node in G¬

Reversely, when a node state is changed from blocking to
transit, the maintenance algorithm must reintegrate it in
G¬. This is a simple operation, as the node to reintegrate
was kept in G; its direct neighbors will eventually notice
that access rights on the particular data has been set to
transit (due to surveillance needed in [34]), and then will
put it back in G¬. Same operation is executed when a new
node joins the network.
The subsequent operation is to broadcast a message to
Definition 2. A critical-node is a cut-node whose removal
remove the alert flag for that node’s ID, if not a blocking
results in a graph with at least 2 disconnected components
node anymore.
of size > 1 each.

5 Reactive technique: repair

Such a cut-node is depicted as the right node on Figure 3. This distinction is of interest, as contrarily to isolated nodes, nodes in the clique disconnected by the right
node cannot locally decide if they are isolated, as each
node still have a degree 2 on this example. Such nodes
may think that paths exist behind their direct neighbors.

In this second technique, we assume that the overlay can
be modified by our middleware, in order to draw new connections when facing potential connectivity issues. The
purpose is then to react automatically to a new blocking
6

Algorithm 1 Reactive rewiring of G¬
1: At each node i, periodically:
2:
i computes its ki -1-connectivity
3:
if i is a critical-node then
4:
contacts ← Vi \ j where |Vj | = 1
5:
i sends set contacts to nodes in contacts
6:
if i was a critical-node, but is not one anymore then
7:
i sends STOP to nodes in contacts
8: After reception of contacts from j at node i:
9:
if j changes to blocking state then
10:
removes j from local view of G¬
11:
create an edge to node from contacts whose ID
is immediately following, or to lowest ID node otherwise
12: After reception of STOP from j at node i:
13:
stop monitoring j for possible rewiring

trusted when backup connections are created (as opposed
to purely random connections).
The number of disconnected components that can appear due to a blocking state at a critical-node is order
of N , if no rewiring action is taken. The easiest and
fastest way to achieve connectivity with certainty is for
each neighbor to draw an edge to any other node in Vi ;
this is nevertheless costly in terms of number of created
edges, specially in overlays with a relatively high average
degree (this forms a clique with |Vi |(|Vi | − 1)/2 edges,
removing duplicates). Another straightforward approach
would be to elect one neighbor (the one with the lowest
ID for instance), and to make it responsible to handle all
connections of the blocking node; this nevertheless puts
all load on one single node, regardless of its capacities.
In order to balance the load, while also limiting the
number of edges created, each node is asked to create an
edge to the node whose ID is the closest following one in
state at a node, by getting around that node thanks to the Vi (or to the lowest node ID if current node has the highest
ID).
creation of adequate connections in G¬.
Our simultaneous goals for this reactive rewiring are:
Proposition 1. If the rewiring process executes fast
• Keep G¬ connected deterministically, facing succes- enough before the removal of a neighbor of the failed node
occurs (correlated failure), then Algorithm 5.1 reconnects
sive restrictive access settings on overlay nodes.
the graph with certainty.
• Minimize the number of connections created.
Proof. By assumption, two neighbors are not failing to• Connect only close neighbors of the blocking node, gether, i.e. before neighbors of the first one, i, have repaired (the synchronous model provides a bound for this
to keep the impact localized.
repair time). All neighbors of i are then available for the
The general purpose is then for a pseudo local action rewiring process.
to achieve connectivity maintenance between the remainThe smallest existing aggregate of nodes that can cause
ing set of nodes in G¬, while having a limited impact of a neighbor node to declare itself as a critical-node is simthat maintenance regarding the original network (respect ply two times two nodes linked by an edge, with the
the original shape and characteristics of the topology it is critical-node in the middle. From this, one failure trigapplied on). As we are proposing a generic mechanism in gers at worst N 2−1 partitions (case of a critical-node only
the perspective of overlay reconnection, we are referring linking chains of 2 nodes), as depicted on the left part of
to a node failure when a node is given a blocking state.
the following figure.

5.1 Monitoring and reactive rewiring
This technique is also leveraging the criticality detection
using k-1-connectivity. A critical-node is in charge of
sending its neighbor list Vi (minus nodes of degree 1) to
all its neighbors (except nodes of degree 1), and to update
them on any change of Vi . Later on, if that node is set
to blocking, its neighbors eventually notice this change,
as implemented in the security layer of [34]; neighbors
are then drawing edges to each other in order to keep
G¬ connected. This locality in connectivity maintenance
makes sense particularly in applications where there is a
certain proximity of acquaintance between close nodes
in the overlay. This is the case for instance in the context of social networks, where friends of friends potentially have some proximity of interest, and then are more

Remember that we do not consider a single disconnected node to be a partition (a cut-node); we then do
not try to reconnect single isolated nodes. The basic way
of reconnecting other nodes is by creating a line between
each potential partition (represented by neighbors of i).
While false positives on the k-1-connectivity of a node
can occur due to an insufficient k, false negatives clearly
cannot be outputted; then as neighbors of failed node i
all know each other (l.3,4&5 of Algorithm 5.1), a simple
sort at each node on IDs suffices to identify the ID just
7

following current node’s ID. By drawing an edge to node
of following ID, nodes distributedly build the line which
reconnects partitions and then nodes altogether. At this
stage, the graph is reconnected. Adding one edge from
the highest node’s ID to the lowest one, to build a cycle,
conserves this property (e.g. right part of previous Figure).

Probability

1

It can easily be shown that after one critical-node removal, the distance between any two nodes in G¬ cannot
increase by more than the diameter of the cycle created
for reconnection; this represents a stretch of maximum
|Vi |/2, which is, as a function of N , at worst N/4 (occurring in the extreme case represented in above figure). We
chose the cycle structure for clarity purpose; the stretch
can be lowered at the cost of additional edge creation per
node, in order to create shortcuts in that cycle (as e.g. for
the Chord DHT), or by creating a low diameter structure
between those nodes.
As a blocking node is removed from G¬, |Vi | edges
are deleted; our heuristic adds |Vi | to insure deterministic
connectivity. This backup operation then does not result
in an increase of the total number of edges in G¬. Contrariwise, new edges drawn in G¬ should be added in G,
as sub-overlay G¬ should be maintained as a subpart of
the global interaction graph.
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Figure 4: Degree distribution of nodes from the western
US power grid.
We believe the characteristics of this network are representative of large scale dynamic and ad-hoc systems construction (see e.g. [1], Section II “The Topology of Real
Networks”), that may emerge in large-scale applications.
As protocols used as building blocks have been extensively studied and tested in their original paper, we focus
in this section on correctness and performance questions
that are linked to novel operations. The Peersim simulator [19] is used to perform specific tests on the network
representing G¬.

Simulation on a complex network

In this section, we illustrate the behavior of the reactive
repair algorithm, through simulation on a real world network topology. As the proactive technique simply uses
k-1-connectivity and a classic distributed broadcast, we
focus on advantages and trade-offs of the repair technique.
A network topology is needed as a basis for illustration,
in order to model the replication overlay G¬. As we are
not aware of a publicly available topology representing
a large-scale replication system, that is not built at once
from scratch (like a DHT for instance), we use an example
of an ad-hoc construction of an emerging structure. The
western US power grid network is an example of such a
complex structure [33]; it has been studied by Watts &
Strogatz and has been shown to exhibit the “small world”
phenomenon, a characteristic of networks that are highly
clustered, yet have small path lengths.
This network is made of 4941 nodes (generators, transformers and substations) and around 13000 edges (highvoltage transmission lines); distribution of degrees is depicted on Figure 4. Characteristic path length is 18.7
(versus 12.4 for a random graph with same characteristics). Clustering coefficient, measuring the cliquishness of
a typical neighborhood is 0.08 (number of existing edges
between direct neighbors, over number of possible edges).

6.1

False positives and k-1-connectivity

We first look at the number of false positives in the network, for a given search depth k. Each node periodically
and parallely performs the k-1-connectivity test, and self
declares critical if positive. Figure 5 plots the counting of
such so considered critical-nodes, based on various k. As
expected, the higher k, the lower the number of false positives: nodes have a wider view of network connections, so
they could identify alternative paths for reliability. There
is a quick drop, from k = 3 to 6 in that number of false
positives: this indicates that the majority of cycles on this
topology could be found relatively close from nodes; this
is characteristic of clustered networks. The network diameter is 46; no node in this structure needs to go that deep
(i.e. discover the full graph) to correctly assess its criticality. In that light, k could be automatically set to a fraction
of the diameter, which is computed on a regular basis using gossip (presented in Section 3). We will see later that
small values from k provide a good complexity/efficiency
trade-off for the protocol.
It could be noticed that the number of basic cut-nodes
is substantially higher than the number of critical-nodes
(2307 cut-nodes for k = 3 for instance, vs. around 400
8

This subsection illustrates the rewiring process of the reactive algorithm. A basic evolution of the states at nodes,
from transit to blocking, can be modeled by random node
removal (or failure): starting from the connected overlay
representing G¬, randomly selected nodes are removed
sequentially. At launch time, the frequency of policy evolution is expected to be way smaller than the time needed
for nodes to monitor an access change on a neighbor, plus
the time needed to initiate new connections for rewiring;
furthermore, simultaneous failures are problematic only if
they happen to direct neighbors (i.e. correlated in space),
which has a low chance to occur in real settings. This is
why we think it is reasonable to modelize failures as sequential processes2 .

Resilience Starting from the original network composed of 4941 nodes, Figures 6 and 7 plot size, diameter
and clustering coefficient of the resulting network after
successive removals. Those two latter measures are traditionally used to characterize the structure of a network;
we designed our reactive method to avoid significant side
effects on those characteristics. Rewiring technique is applied based on neighborhood change. Finally, those statistics are computed on the largest remaining component.
As expected, first observation is that without repair the
network is disrupted quickly; a connected network would
draw a line from (x = 0, y = 4941) to (x = 4941, y =
0), meaning that the decrease in size is only due to the randomly removed node at each step. Aggregates of nodes
are progressively isolated, until a first major disconnection of more than half the size of the network, around
x = 1400. This results on Figure 7 by a large increase of
the diameter, and a peak at x = 1400, just before the massive disconnection. This is due to the lack of redundant
paths in the network, which causes the whole topology
to sparsify and weaken, and to finally split. The clustering coefficient stays constant until the break, as nodes are
removed with their connections, which does not impact
the local connectivity of majority of nodes in the network.
The weakness of such a network under random failures
motivates the need for a maintenance algorithm.
As an illustration, second implementation is our algorithm considering all cut-nodes as critical, so repairs are
triggered even to reconnect nodes of degree 1. Size of the
resulting network follows a straight line, showing that it
remains perfectly connected. Prefered algorithm, based
on critical-nodes only, is then implemented: we observe a
concave curve, with no break in it. This corresponds to the
maintenance of connectivity of the main component, leaving the single disconnected nodes to reconnect through the
join process of the application (not shown). Our method
thus ensures connectivity of the core network, reaching
our first goal of deterministic connectivity, as previously
analyzed, while minimizing the number of rewiring reactions on nodes to do so.
For the sake of comparison, a simpler and intuitive
rewiring strategy has been implemented. It consists, when
a node has detected a failed neighbor, in creating a connection to a random node in the network. Such a rewiring
technique implies the use of a random sampling service
(as [20]), which is in charge of returning a random node
from the network when asked to. Despite probabilistic
guarantees, we observe that it manages to preserve perfect connectivity in such scenario.
We now study the characteristics of the resulting network.

2 if judged to be a problem, or in case of a network with a very high
policy evolution rate, a straightforward solution for protocol resilience
is to monitor neighbors not simply at one hop, but at k-hops instead

Characteristics Diameter and clustering coefficient
statistics are presented on Figure 7. Those two metrics
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Figure 5: False positives in the computation of the criticality of nodes, given a particular search depth.
here); but again, as the assessment of an isolated state at
a node is trivial, they can be left-out from our method,
yielding less overhead.
Another metric is the number of nodes that would be
disconnected from the largest remaining component, due
to the leaving of a single critical-node. On our example
network, that number ranges from 2 to 105 nodes, with an
average of 4.95 and an relatively high standard deviation
of 6.85. This shows that even for a static structure, built
to be reliable, some non neglectable number of nodes may
be isolated from the departure of just one node. Back to
our initial problem, this means that a blocking setting at
such a node may indeed isolate some significant number
of nodes from receiving updates.

6.2

Resilience and characteristics of replication overlay
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component.
sequential setting of blocking state at random nodes.

are relevant of the evolution of the considered network,
and specially of the impact of the rewiring methods applied to it.
The diameter of the network with no repair implemented (solid line) keeps on increasing before the first
massive disconnection, with a peak just before that event.
As less and less redundant paths are available due to removals, the network gets sparse, causing this increase.
After the break, diameter drops as we are now plotting
the diameter of the largest remaining component, but still
smaller than before the break. We remark that clustering
coefficient stays constant until the break, as simple consecutive edges deletion does not modify deeply the overall
clustering trend of the network.
Considering the basic random rewiring strategy, results
are coherent with theoretical predictions (see e.g. [33]):
adding connections to random nodes in the network create
shortcuts that cause the diameter to rapidly drop. Clustering coefficient also diminishes very quickly, tending towards the one of a random graph as numerous rewiring
actions are performed. Even if in a vast amount of applications, those properties are clear targets for overlay protocols, in our case, it is clear that the base graph is completely transformed, even after few removals (diameter is
divided by 2 after 500 removal steps). Original distances
from nodes in the base network, as well as local clustering with close neighbors, are then totally changed, leaving
with a different type of structure than the one originally
designed.
Our proposal, using a small k (k = 6 produces only few
false positives on Figure 5), causes the initial increase of
the network diameter in the first 500 removal, followed by
a steady tendency until close from the end of the simulation. This is predictable, as our local rewiring technique
does not on purpose create shortcuts that may reduce the

diameter. Our method also causes the clustering coefficient to be stable for a long period of the simulation; this
could be explained by the fact that failures are “patched”
by local actions (as opposed to random rewiring), which
is more respectful of the original network design. It could
also be observed that characteristics are very close from
“no repair” before disruption, while we ensure resilience
in the long run. This confirms that our technique reaches
our third requirement of locality, as global clustering and
diameter tendencies are preserved.

6.3

Overhead vs optimality trade-off

We now have a look at the overhead needed to run our algorithm, in terms of number of protocol messages. This is
measured per node per time unit, and depends on the base
network, and on building blocks used. We are interested in
the overhead generated and the number of created edges,
as a function of k. Overhead per node is averaged on
2500 steps of node removal (following the previously introduced scenario), while the number of edges generated
to maintain connectivity is the total number at the network
scale. Overhead includes protocol messages needed to
implement algorithm 5.1, that is k-1-connectivity for each
node at each step3 , the sending of neighborhood tables for
critical-nodes, and the number of messages needed to contact nodes to create new connections.
Figure 8 plots this trade-off; note the log-scale on y
axis of the overhead curve. As k increases, the number
of false positives on nodes decreases, which triggers less
connection creations for the same result of keeping the
network connected. At the opposite, the number of con3 we use here the complexity upper bound for the computation of
twice a DDFS [15], which is basically twice the number of reached edges
at k hops from a given node [22])
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6.4

Setting parameter k

We are not aware of a publicly released dataset capturing access right evolution on a data-management network,
probably in the first place because such systems are not
yet implemented at large. We have thus illustrated our
reactive method by modeling a complex network using
successive blocking decisions on random nodes.
One challenging question is how to automatically set k
at each node in order to efficiently identify cycles when
they exist, without generating an important overhead due
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# edges
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sumed messages increases fast; this overhead is largely
dominated by the k-hop neighborhood exploration around
nodes. The highest number of false positives (for k = 3
as seen on Figure 5) causes 2518 edges to be created; for a
large k, this number is nearly divided by a factor of around
2. Again, small values of k provide satisfying results regarding what can be achieved with larger values; k = 6
causes an average of 184 messages per node, while creating only 10% more edges than needed for k = 15 for
instance.
In such a scenario, a basic technique that would recreate
a new connection to another random node each time one
of its neighbor has failed would create 7474 edges, which
is substancially higher than with our method. Adding
around 5 times the number of edges compared to our
method is likely to importantly impact characteristics of
the overall network structure. On the overhead side, results range from few tens to nearly two thousand of messages per node and per unit time. For high values, as the
changes of policies can be expected to be in the order of
minutes, time unit can be chosen large enough so that the
total number of messages can be diluted in the general
network traffic. Here again, low values for k provide a
satisfying accuracy/cost trade-off.
A simple solution to divide by two the global overhead
is to make nodes cooperate for periodic exploration. Our
model (exposed this way for clarity) constitutes a worst
case scenario for k values, as each node explores its khop neighborhood selfishly. Derbel et al [9], for spanning
graph construction, assume that a node exploring k-hops
away has in fact a 2k view of its neighborhood: this is trivially implementable, as reached nodes are asked to give
their own k view, leading to a virtually increased exploration range. That way, our figures evolving as a function
of k could be read evolving like k/2, yielding an easy optimization in terms of messages and latency.
To sum up, an aggressive reduction of the number of
created edges comes at the price of more overhead in
terms of protocol messages. In such a distributed application, small values of k still provide satisfying performances with a reasonable overhead, while preserving the
integrity of the replication service.
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Figure 8: Trade-off between overhead (number of protocol messages) and number of created edges.
to a high value. As it basically depends on the current
topology of the replication overlay G¬, one pragmatic solution is to set k at an initial low value (4 to 6 for instance)
at each node. Any node that cannot find a cycle will increment k until it reaches a maximum value, judged reasonably large for any scalable distributed system. This value
is typically around ln N in most large scale systems, or
simply a fraction of the network’s diameter (both N and
D are computed on a regular basis through gossip). This
heuristic prevents to set an uniform value for k, that would
be too large for nodes in some well connected part of the
replication overlay, and inefficient in some other.

7 Related work
On the consistency maintenance side, reconciliation techniques can be used when two different replicas see non
ordered modifications to apply, in log-based systems [27].
Unfortunately, such techniques cannot be applied in the
described context, as concurrent modifications propagated
on the system are not able to reach each other due to the
partition of the update overlay.
General approach, regarding topology repair, is to simply minimize the probability of partition, instead of reacting when the event may occur. This is for example
done with the building from scratch of resilient topologies, that have a low probability of being partitioned due
to churn. Such design of resilient overlay networks has received a tremendous interest in past decade, ranging from
fully structured [26] to random networks [5]. This nevertheless imposes that each node participates equally to the
building of the overlay, regardless of its original capacities; it also requires nodes to connect to arbitrary nodes,
given by the protocol. Finally, only simple connectivity is
taken into account, while we also deal with connectivity
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at the right management level in our work.
We instead prefer in our context a reactive method, because it respects the original topology, that is free to be
designed following any application specific needs, or simply emerging from ad-hoc connection decisions. A recent
work is also targeting a reactive repair mechanism: Bansal
& Mittal [3] are proposing an operation that leaves the
network connected at all times, with limited actions on
the topology. Unfortunately this technique applies to a
binary tree structure of all processes in the system, and
does not tolerate node crashes (fail-stop model), which is
restrictive in practice.
To the best of our knowledge, the only reactive maintenance technique which can be applied to any topology
is presented in paper [16], under an adversarial node removal scenario. Technique used is to react to each failure by reconnecting neighborhood of the failed node; each
failure pushes the original graph to get closer to the structure of a half-full tree (that is a particular sort of binary
tree). As we consider potential partitions to be the exception and not the rule, we do not trigger the convergence
of the base graph towards a particular structure; doing so
would imply connecting nodes together that were not directly concerned by failure of a neighbor. Furthermore,
we have seen that systematic reconnections on failure trigger more creation of edges; this in turn denaturates the
base network, specially in the case of highly clustered networks where alternative paths have a high chance to exist.
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